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SUBJ1 "Youth in Distr.ess" - Findings of the Katz Commission 

The Katz Commission, named ·after Dr. Israel Katz, Director of the National 
Insurance Institu~e, has just submitted its findings and recommendations 
to Prime Minister Mrs. Golda Meir. ~he Commission, which was named by 
the Pz:ime Minister to study the conditions of ."children and youth in dis• · 
tress 1' and recommend· ways of helping them, was the second such body to · 
be set up following the emergence of the. Black Panthers and the demonstra
tions they staged. in the streets of Jerusalem early in 1971. ·· 

The Youth-in-Distress ComIQ.ission was set up just over a year ago. It had 
a membership almost as large as that of the Knesset (113 ·by December 1971) 
and was headed by Dr. Katz, who is probably the most .active amongst non- . 
Orientals in the campaign against socio-economic inequalities and the so
called "ethnic gap." . As a matter of fact, though his Commission' s terms 
of reference speak of children and youth, its work ultimately concerned 
the ethnic gap at its very core, The "work subcommittees" into which the 
Comrilission was split have indeed studied every possible aspect of this 
gap, . 

Patterns of Deprivation 

Owing to the cpmpl~x. nature of its task and the subject under study, the 
Commission first tried to define its own conceptual framework, There 
were, it decided, six "areas of inequality• - namely income~ property, 
basic social ~ervices, educational and social mobility, participation 
(and· representation) in decision-making, and sociai and self~esteem. 
Eleven subc,mmittees were set up, to deal with aspects of the problem 
grouped under four .main subjects1 Income, housing, education, and family 
care. :: 

Since the present condition of the country~s youth (up to eighteen of 
~ge) is a reflection not only of the present,socio-economic picture but 
also an ~ndication of things to come, the Commission made a thorough 
study of the cfnditions in which Israel's teen-age population live and 
study. Following are some of the data found .I . . 

The number of youth up to eighteen of age in the Jewish population 
(covering 86 per cent of the total population) in January 1969 was 
837,440. Eighteen per cent of these a~e children of families with six 
children and more; 39 per cent come from families with four children or 
more. All in all, 11 per cent of the families in Israel have four chil
dren or more. The total number of children coming frQm such families 
is 485,000 .- or 58 per cent of all Israeli Jewish children. About half' 
of these come from families whose heads had eight years or less of school
ing1 26 per cent of all the children (about 21.6, 000) live in liousing 
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units with an average of three or more persons per room;· 11 per cent 
live at an average of IL 89 a month (while the consumption of the aver
age child is IL 243); 13 ·per 'cent live a t an average monthly expendi~ 
ture of IL 1)0. · 

In somewhat more concrete .terms, one of t he subcommittees adopted a 
slightly different criterion • . It classified areas of deprivation, or 
disabilities , into four categories - namely a low level of education of 
the family's head, belonging to a family with many children, substandard 

· housing, and · a low standard of consumption. Examining the condition of 
Israeli yo·uth ,. according ·to these criteria, the Commission found that 
3. 5 per cent of the children (about 30, 000) ·suffer from a combination of 
all four disabilities; 13 per cent suffer from three of the four dis
abilities; 36 per .cent from two. disabilities; and 58 per cent from one 
or the other of the four. · 

Ethnography of Deprivation 

All these are grave enough findings in themselves. The Commission, 
however ,. found them far graver when one of its subcommittees t9ok it _ 
upon itself to determine the relation between deprivation and e.thnici ty 
-- in other words , when it found that socio-economic deprivation is 
virtually concentrated in the Afro-Asian sections of the population. 
Here are some data1 

Nearly 79 per cent of the inhabitants of new towns and townlets hail 
from .countries of the Middle East and North Africa. · Twenty-nine per 
cent of the children coming from this population a re from families with 
six children or more. · The average consumption per month among children 
of Afro-Asian origin is IL 192, compared to IL 321 among children from . 
families hailing from Europe or America and IL 303 among children whose 
parent$ were born in Israel. 

About 91 per cent of all children who live in substandard housing (four 
or more to a room) are of Afro-Asian origins - as are ·so per cent of 
children (up to 14) who do not attend any school and 82 per cent of 
yoµth (14-17) who neither attend school rior work. Finally, the per
centage of 3-4 year olds who ·attend kindergarten is 47 per cent among 
Oriental children - compared to 8~ · per cent among~t Euro-Americ~ns. 

. . 
The subc9~ittee also found that , of the 12,000 primary school dropouts 
- two-thirds of whom are male and one-third female - as many as 90 per 
cent are children of Afro-Asian families.. The following table gives the 
respective percentages of Afro-Asian and Euro-American children in 
various phases ·of schoolings · 
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STAGE OF SCHOOLING 

First Year 
Fifth Year 
Eighth Year 
Ninth Year 
Tenth Year 
Eleventh Year 
Twelfth Year 
Matriculation 

The Crucj.al Problem of Housing 

.. AFRO-ASIAN 

100 
96 
90.5 

24 
19 
14 
11 

6 . 

EURO~AMERICAN 

100 

99~5 

95 
55 
52 
4·7 

42 
35 

The subcommittee reporting on housing submitted some of the Commission's 
gravest findings. Nearly 100,000 families, with a total of about 250,000 
children, live in substandard housing~ Despite efforts made to alleviate 
housing conditions, the Commission found that the actual gap in housing 
has widened quring the past few years. 

The facts about housing are as follows. While the minimum housing stan
dard as laid down by the State is less than . thre~ inhabitants per room, 
there are in Israel today about 54,000 families living in substandard 
housing, i~e~ three or more people per room~ · This figure comprises only 
7~5 per cent of all Jewish .families in. Israel - yet it includes as many. 
as 25 per cent of Israel's Jewish children. Moreover, about 30,000 
families live in houses which are considered substandard in other aspe·cts 
than the ratio of people per room - and another 8,ooo families .still 
live in huts and other types of "temporary" housing units . .. Finally, 
about 5,000 young couples have no housing of their own. · 

Though .not likely to be ·included in the final version of the Commission's 
Report, what the subcommittee on housing found was that the government 
was largely to blame for the present sorry state in this sphere. The 
subcommittee found, for instance, that in the fiscal year 1970-1"9?.l,-1!±_ 
per cent of the flats earmarked in the Budget were .. desti_ned for new 
immigrants, ~t for veteran settlers desiring to resettle ih 
development -areas, and only 7 per cent for those who .are neither new 
immigrants nor new settlers. Such an order of priorities, obviously', 

. co~ld only wideri the socio-e.co.nomic gap. 

Another type of offi9ial. incompetence found by the Commission was the · 
faulty planning as to the size of the flats built in recent years. One 
example will suffice~- In 1970 and in 1971,. 1-, 500 two-roo!ll flats were 
built each year. Yet demand for such f.lats was several times higher 
than the number built~ 

Demand for two-room flats came from ~hree categories· of customers~ In 
the first· place, there were the new immigrants: Of the 9,000 immigrant 
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families which came to Isr ael i n 1971, two- thi rds wer e composed of be
tween two and three persons. Secondly, ther e wer e t he newl ywe ds • 
22 , 000 couples were wed i n the same year, a third of whom.at l east wer e 
el i gi ble f or government hel p i n housing . In ot her words , some ·13, 000 
two- room flat s were needed in 1971 - when only .l, 500 wer e built . 

I 

However, the 6 , 000 new immigrant famil ies whi ch needed small flats wer e 
given l arge ones - three and four rooms - since the ·Government built 
about ten such flats to each two- room flat duri ng that year ! The result 
has been that~ whil e small families of two or thr ee got three~ and four~ 
room luxur y f l ats, lar ge Israeli families conti nued t o l i ve in · ov~r
crowded flats built hastily twenty years ago or so • Thi s meant, in 
addi tion t o widening t he existing socio-economic gap , a deepening of the 
feeling of bitt er nes s amongst t he Af ro-Asian sections of the population , 
who as the Commi ssion found wer e t hose mos t affected by t he. gap . 

Recommendat1ons a The Right to a Minimum Income 

The Katz Commiss ion' s fi r s t and most compr ehensive recommendation is 
the one whi ch deal s wi th "a minimum i ncome •" Accor ding to the Commission, 
the State not onl y should but i s actually· in a position to guarantee 
such mi nimal incomes - and press reports have spoken about the pr incipl e 
havi ng already been approved by t he Cabinet. 

To guarantee that each family gets at l east a mi ni mum i~come , the Com
mission found that there wer e thr ee pos sible ways of achieving this , and 
it spent considerable t ime on choosi ng between them. 

The first way was to continue with the · existtng "welfar e" allocati ons , 
with its concomittant stigma of "wel far e cas e" and all the disadvantages 
it is said to have . Thi s method was r e ject ed . 

The second was what is known as "negative .. i ncome t axati on" - whereby each 
wage- earner submits an annual report to t he Income Tax Depar tment , and 
those who turn out t o earn l ess than t he mi nimum income get thelr income 
complemented by the department . This me t hod too was rejected , on the 
gr ound that it has not pr oved its efficacy anywher e . 

The third way of guaranteei ng a minimum income - .and the way which the 
Commis~ion finally recommended - i s that of allowances paid t o all 
Israeli fami lies according to their size~ .These allowanc~s - calculated 
at the· rate of IL 50 for each child - will be added to the family ' s .in
come for purposes Qf income tax . Besides having the advantage of doing 
away with the stigma of "welfare cases ," the method recommended will 
benefit only those families ·whose incomes are to be complemented, since 
those with incomes about the minimum will return a s i zabl e par t of the 
allowance in t he form of i ncome tax . · 

Benefits for Arab Families 

It is l ear ned , unofficial~y, that one of the central problems discussed 
.bY the Commission was the question as to whether Israel i Arab fami l i es -
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which include those · in East Jerusalem - ought to get the same benefits 
as those given Jewish families~ It is calculated that out of an estima
t .ed IL 100,000,000 which the scheme would cost, about IL 40,000,000 would 
go to Arab families, · 

In the course of the discussions, ideas were entertained of finding 
ways of confining the benefits to Jewish families - partly because, it 
was argued, of the difference in the re~pective standards of l~ving of 
the two populations and partly, too, because the Arabs' overali contri
bution to the national income is not as high as that of the rest of the 
population. According to Abraham Kushnir, the Economic Correspondent 
of Davar, however, the idea of discriminatory treatment for the Arabs 
was dropped.. "All the inhabitants of Israel, including Israeli Arabs, 
are ~o benefit from the co~prehensive assistance," (Davar, October 15, 
,1972 ~) 

* * * * * 
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To the extent th8t the future of ~h~ Anerican Jewish community is . . . 
being shaped on the . college campus that future is highly problematic. I 
Irving Greenberg's assertion, made in 1968, that "by and .. large, · 
college is ·a disaster area for Judaism, Jewish loyalty and Jewish 
identity" has by now becone an accepted cliche of Jewi.sh life. 
Ie~rk~bly enough, h~wever, there has been little systematic ef
fort to date to gather hard data about Jews situated in the aca
demic milieu. We have had only scanty information about . Jewish 
students, and even less about Jewish professors. Knowledge of the 
latter group is partLcularly critical since, by the nature of . 
things, Jewish faculty serve on campus as the ·Jewlsh models. l'he 
recerit appearance of a number of sophisticated, sociological anai~ 
yses of Jewish academics is, therefore, an important development~ 
in that it permits us .to speak with much greater certainty about 
the "Jewish problem" on campus. 

I. 
I 

: . 
I 
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Jewish identity cann9t be treated independently of its social con~ , 
~ext, which in the c.ase of Jewish professors is, of coµrse ~ academe _. 1 
Thanks to an illuminating study by Seymour Lipset and Everett Ladd; Jr. 1 · 
we now have for ' 'the first time a clear picture of the pos~tion of i 
Jewish faculty in the camp~s world. Lipset and .Ladd's article is an 
offshoot of a general examination of American acad~mics that· they '. 
are conducting on behalf of the Carnegie Commission on· Higher Edu- ! 
ca~ion. The inclusion of approximately 6,000 Jews in a national ; 
sample of 60, 000 academics has enabled the authors to ga~h.er °(in 1969) 
a bOdy of data whose · analysis reveal findings that are quite re- · !· · 
markable. The history of Anerican Jewry as a _whole · is · a collective i 
success story, but .Jew.ish academics are the Jewish achi,.evers : par . i 
excellence. "By every criterion of academic accomplishaent," . i 
Lipset ·and Ladd make it clear, "Jewish faculty as a group hav~ .far .. 
surpassed their Gentile colleagues." This is true despite the fact1 

·that Jews did not begin to establish a ~ignificant foothold on j 
college faculties until a·fter World War II. . Thus, in Lipset and 
Ladd' s sample, J~ws constitute only 4 per cent of the professorial 
generation that enter~d academe in the 1920's, whereas they are , 
12 per cent of the current group (those under 25) of. profe·ssors Qn 1 

a 11 campuses, and an astonishing 25 per cent of those (under 50) 
teaching at Ivy League scQools. As to the di.Iriensio~s of the succe~s 
of Jewish academics, the following findings may be cited: · I 

*Je:ws are much more likely than Christian proJessors 
to be located· in universities rather. than two· or four year 
colleges. 

' . I 
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*32 per cent of the Jewish academics teach at "highest 
qua.lity" schools, in contrast to 9 p~r cent of the non-Je:wish 
professors . Conversely; 40 per cent of the latter · are at '.' l<?West. 
quality" schools' as compared with 14 per cent of the Jews. 

*Jews are heavily concentrated in law, medicine, and 
such health iinked fields as biochemistry, bacteriology, and 
clinical psychology. They are overrepresented in the social 
sciences, but underrepresented in the humanities and history . 
Whatever their field, however, Jewish faculty publish many more 
books ·and ·articles than their non-Jewish compeers. This vari
ation in research accomplishments is linked to the greater intel
lectualism of Jewish professors, who are much more concerned about 
research, and spend far more time on ·professional reading, than 
their Christian colleagues . Interestingly enough in. this con
nection, Jews frequent plays, concerts and art films more regularly 
than non-Jews, but more than half of the former almo$t never at
t~nd an athletic event. Lastly, 36 per· cent . oft~ Jewish aca
demics as- compared with 17 per cent !Jf the GhFistian · p.r~~essors 
firmly believe that they are "inte~lectuals ·. 11 

· 

*Jewish faculty translate their high-powered intel
lectualism into solid academic achievement as measure4 by . rank 
and financial status. Thus 28 per cent of the Jews are. fuli pro
fessors as compared with 27 per cent of . the. non-Jews (Protestants). 
Jewish professors also earn considerably higher salaries, with 
16 per cent of the Jew~, but only 7 per cent of .the - ~hristians 
(Protestants), receiving annual salaries of $20;000 or more • . 

Despite the fact that Jewish professors are firmly estab-
. lished in academe, they are not supporters ·of the · s~atus quo in 
American life or in the university. · On the contrary, Lipset ~nd 
Ladd, in a survey of political and social ·attitudes, find them · 
to be, as compared with non-Jewish academics, avant-garde advo~ · 
cates of change. American professors . as · a· group · are more liberal 
or leftist than the general population, but Jewish faculty are the 
paradigmatic liberal-leftists . In support of this point, Lipset· 
and Ladd indicate the following: 

*75 per cent of the Jewish ·academics, as compared with 
41 per cent of the Christ·ian (Protestant) . ·faculty; identj.fy th~m.- . 
selves as either .iiberal or left. · ·. · 

*In 1964, only 2 per cent of the Jews, as against 
24 per cent of the non-Jews (Protestants), voted for Barry Gold
water . Comparable figures in terms of support for Richard Nixon 
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in 1968 are 6 per cent and 42 per cent. Significantly, 62 per 
cent of the Jewish academics preferred E~gene McCarthy to Hubert 
Humphrey. 

'*Whether the issue is the Vietnam war, the legaliza
tion of marijuana, student activism, or the treatment of Blacks, 
Jewish professors take a much more liberal position than non-Jews. 
Thus, 59 per cent of the Jews approve generally of the radical · 
student movement, in comparison to 40 per cent of the Christian . 
(Protestant) academics. Twice the proportion· of Jews as non-Jews 
favor imnediate withdrawal from Vietnam. On the matter of mari- . 

. j uana legalization, 59 per cent of the Jewish faculty, _but only 
29 per cent of the Christian profess·ors, take a positive view of 
such a step. 

*Viewed purely in terms of self-interest, Jews, be-

. I 
"i . . . . 

cause of their greater success on campus, should be most colilmi.tted ! 
I 

to the present academic system. Jewish "conservatism" ·in ·this · . i 
area does manifest its·elf. to the degree that the gap between Jew- I 

. ish and non-Jewish professors is smallest on questions involving · 
academic standards. The f~ct remains, however, that even here 

I • 

Jews are more change oriented. Jewish academics, for example, are 1 

more willing than others to waive fixed standards in order to ·ad- i 
mit minorit·y group members to the student body and faculty . (stuqents : 
Jews 53 per cent--Protestants 38 per cent; faculty: Jews 31 per · cetjt-
Protestants 20 per cent). 73 per cent of the Jews, in contrast to ; 
67 per cent of the Christians {Protestants), favor Black Studies 
programs. Finally, Jewish faculty are more open than their non- i . 
Jewish colleagues to giving students ·a major voice in the . universt~y .. . 
decision making process. 

I have · outlined ·Lipset .and Ladd's research· findings at some 
length because the importance of their study resides precisely. in ' 
its wealth of detail. There is, to be sure, nothing startlingly . 
new in the view that Jewish professors are highly succes~ful or . 
extremely liberal. Lipset and Ladd, hCMever, document these poin~s 
with a mass of evidence, whose sheer volume. better .enables us to .' 
appreciate the remarkable dimensions of Jewish academic achieve- · 
aen.t and .liberal-left politics. It is these dimensions which ae-·1 

fine the broad differences between Jewish and non-Jewish facµlty •1 
Moreover, it is these dimensions which ·account .£.o+ the fact· that ~ . 
·the majority of Jewish professors, to judge from the data currentjly _ 
available, regard -themselves as academics first and as Jews~ po~r 
second. Here, indeed, is the centrel link between Lipset and 
Ladd'~ study of the status and political view~ of Jewish academi~s: , 
and Norman Friedman's2 and Allan Mazur's3 analyses ·of the acadeoq_~s' 
Jew'ish identity . ·Given the prominence of Jewish faculty in acad,ame, 
and · their deep · commitment to liberal ideology, · it is ·understandable 

' 
i 
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that most Jewish professors, as both Friedman and Mazur c·learly 
demonstra.te in their studies, "priorize" their professorial . 
identity over t~ir Jewishness. In order to fully clarify this 
complex process of "priorization", however, it is necessary to . 
turn to an examination of Friedman's and Mazur's writings. 

Norman Friedman's study of Jewish faculty is an outgrowth of his 
earlier research in the sociology of educat_ion.. In examining the 
self-image and career behavior · of public junior college. teachers, 
Friedman was struck by the variety of ways in which instructors. 
adapted to their ambiguous professional role. As a result, he 

. began to formulate the concept of "priorization·," which he pre
sently defines as that "process whereby an acting unit, in ·regard · 

· to a given situation, gives precedence to one of. its ·role-, identity-, 
self-, or membership/orientations over another or others." Fried-
man maintains that priorization is an ·operative factor whenever 
-individuals are forced to adjust to environaental circums~ances, 
but ··that it has its greatest importance in double identity situ- . 
ations. This last point was impressed upon him when, having pre
viously examined one group of ambiguous academics in adaptation, 
he turned his attention to Jewish prof~.ssors in order to further 
explore the priorization process. Friedman's specific research 
focus has been on the ways in which Jewish faculty come .to grips 
with the dual re·ality of their academic and Jewi·s1' identities . 
In the self-definition of the bul~ of Jewish professors, he .shows 
in his study, being an academic is far more important -~.ban ·being 
a Jewe 

In order to deal with Jewish identity in a manner both quanti- · . 
tatively suggestive and qualitatively probing, Friedman ha·s chosen 
to study Jewish academics in the Greater Boston are4, employing . ·· '. 
as his major investigative tool a lengthy, in depth·; semi-structured 
personal interview. His sample of .42 professors (39 males a.nd 3 
females) is drawn from eight representative schools, and is made: 
up of assistant and associate professors of English and physics. · 
These two fields of specialization are singled out because they 
are "purer.•. facets of the humanities and · the natural sciences, and 
thus provide as basis for comparative analysis relative to the 
issue of Jewishness. The individuals in the sample · aTe largely· 
(62 per cent) third generation Americans, are almost all (except 
for 3) of full Jewish parentage, and are uniformly liberal-left . 
in their political views. There is not.hing about tl:~em to suggest 
that th~y are in any way a~typical of the current gr~up of Jewish 
faculty on campus. 

What, then~ does Friedman's study, which was carried out in .19.68, 
revea 1? Basically,. it is ·that Jewish· academics,' in. relationshj.p · 

· .. 
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to their Jewish identity, manifest one of three broad orientations, 1 • 

which mark them as either "Insiders," "Fellow Travelers;" or 
"Separatists." Separatists are far anc:t away the largest group, 

· constituting 55 per cent (23 individuals) of .Friedman's total 
sample. Fellow Travelers .are a smaller but still numerically 
significant group, being 33 per cent · c14 individuals) of those 
interviewed . As for Insiders, they are a marginal group among 
Jewish faculty, .accounting for only · 12 per cent (5 individuals) 
of the study sample. What differentiates Insiders, Fellow 
Travelers, and Separatists from each other, Friedman demonstrates, 
is the relative importance that they attach to their professorial 
identity and their Jewishness. The three orient at ions of Jewish · . · 
professors, in other words, are reflections of distinct prioriza- · 
tion syndromes. 

The distinguishing characteristic of InsiQE!rs is a relatively 
"fµced" or "closed" priorization of Jewishness over the non-Jewish 
aspects of their lives. Thas, while Insiders are academics, their 
primary sense of identity is as Jews, ~nd it is around Jewish life 
that they orient themselves. This holds true on . the emotional, 
intellectual, and behavioral levels. Insiders are highly affirma
tive Jews, who adopt a "we" relationship to the Jewish community. , 
They are enthusiastic supporters of Israel; and caitribute fi- · · · 
nancially to it and to Jewish communal institutions at home . These; 
communal institutions are important to Insiders both as focii of !· 

identity, and as instruments for insuring Jewish preservation anq .i 
continuity. All 5 Insiders in Friedman's study, for example, hold 

. membership in synagogues) by Deans Of which they identify With 0~ I 

of the branches of Judaism (2 Orthodox, 2 Conservative, 1 P.eform) •" 
They attend religious services regularly, and maintain a · high I 
J~wi.sh visibility in t.heir family~home li$e s. Friedman's Insiders ; 
are convin.ced. of the importance of formal Jewish education, re- 1 

garding it as the best way of strengthening Jewish .identity. A , . 
strong Jewish identity is, in turn, vital to them ~cause . they, ~ 
in opp~sition to the dominant campus view, firmly oppose inter- , 
marriage. Insiders, in sum, want a Jewish future, both for ~hem- ! 
selves and their children. Small wonder, then, that when Friedman: 
directly poses the academic/Jewish priorization issue to t~e Boston 
Insiders, by asking them if they would attend a prestigeous schol
ar!y conference in their discipline that is being held on Yom 1 

I Kippur, they unequivocally choose their Jewishness. 
1 

.1 

· Separatists, like Insiders, manifest a relatively fixed or closed , 
· priorization, but it is the priorization of their academic identity. 

They, as either "Indifferent" Separatists (14 individuals) who . 
have little or no pre-adult~ood Jewish experience, •or "P.enegade" ; 
Separatists (9 individuals) ' who consciousiy minimize their Jewislujess~ 

.. 
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regard themselves as "professors", and it is to academe that they . . 
look for a sense of identity and a life-style. Thus, in a point 
by point compa~ison wi~h Insiders, Separatists reveal an almost 
total non-involvement in Jewishness ori the emotional, inte.llectuaf, 
and behavioral levels. Separatists, for example, most often re~ 
spond to genera l inquiries about their Jewishness with such comnEnts 
as "fundamentally indifferent," "tolerant indifference," "dis
passionate," or "relatively unaware or unconcerned." . Whe{l asked 
what role being Jewish plays in their daily lives, they reply 
"nothing " "none " "don't think about that i:nuch " "very little" , , , 
or "no significance whatsoever." That Separatists . mean what they · 
say, may be surmised from the fact that those in Friedman's st~dy 
are almost completely divorced from ·organized Jewish life. The. 
23 Separatists in t .he. Boston sample, virtually· without exception', 
identify with none of the branches of Judaism, belong to no syna
gogues or other Jewish organizations, attend no religious services, 
observe no religious holidays at home, and contribute to no. Jewish 
charities. They are. confirmed outsiders, who, as academics, adopt 
a "they" attitude to the Jewish community. That .conununity, .as 
compared with academe, is seen by the Boston Separatists, and . 
particularly the Renegades, to be "narrow," "mediev.al," "sectar:f,.an," 
or "divisive." It is h~dly surprising, therefore, that they show 
scant concern about tl'M! maintenance of Jewis~ life. Specifically, 
45 per cent of the married Separatists in Friedman's study have .. · 
non-Jewish spouses. 74 per cent of ·the Separatists give no .. thought 

, to providing their children with any formal J~wis~. edu~ation ; · 

while the remainder are undecided . All 6£ them, remarkably: enough , 
express unconcern abou·t the problem of intermarrlage. In light of. 
the foregoing, it i~ perhaps superfluous to add as· a footpote th.at 
all the Boston Separatists are perfectly willing to attend a .· .. 

. scholarly conference on Yom Kippur. . 

Unlike Insiders and. Separatists, Fellow Travelers exhibit . "flex- . 
ible" or "open" priorization. in regard to their · academi~ · and Jew- · 
ish ·identities. Standing between the polar po~itions defined by 
the former groups, they "more frequently ... h(Q) ld open-ended . 
future options, selectively and eclectically 'pick[ing) and . 
'cho (osinij' among alternative definitions from the · 'be~t of both . 
worlds.' ••• " As Jews who are also professors, .F~ll~ Travelers; 
then, · seem "to gain much life.:.styie-like gratification· from,. 
alt·ernatively and flittingly, (a) in some instances cleaving .·. 
Jewishness to their hearts; {b) in other instances. keeping it 
well at a dist~nce; and (c) in yet additional definitions, keep
ing it reasonably though not . overly close · to their hearts." The 
Fellow Tra.v~lers' Jewishness is, in other words, a Jewishness · 
studded with ambigµities ·arising from the .. ir professorial identity. 
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Fellaw Travelers, for example, feel an abstr.act sen.se of kinship 
to Jews in the larger conmunity, but very often find it d~fficult, 
because of differences in interest or life style, to fnteract with 
non-academic Jews. Likewise, they have a positive feeling about 
their Jewish identity, and regard themselves as vagliely defin~d· 
"cultural" Jews, . but being also "intellectuals'~ find · little mean
ing in the Jewish religion. The result is a checkered pattern of 
Jewishness, which in Fr~edman' s study manifests itself :l.n a variety 
of ways. Thus, only 2 of the 14 Fellow Trayelers openly identify.· 
with on~ of the branches of Judaism (1 Conservative, 1 Re for~), 
and· only 3 are members of synagogues (a~l Refonn). ·At the ·same 
time, however, all 14 either attend J:"e ligious services or do not 
wor~ on the High Holidays. Moreover, i1 of the 14 . celebrate .. 
Passqver and/or Chanukah in their h9mes. Conversely, while all 
of Friedman's Fellow Travelers are strong· emotional supporte·rs : 
of Israel, only ·4 contribute reg~larly to its financial support. 
Similarly, ~nd even more surprisingly, while · 11 of the 14 defi- · 
nitely want . their children to ha:ve some formal Jewish edu~ation 
(3 are undecided), only 5 express even mild uneasine.ss about 
intermar;riage. Fellow Travelers, in sum, want_ a broad fre.edom 
of choice both f9r themselves and their children in' deciding on 
any Jew.ish commitments. Understaridably, then, the ·Boston Fellow 
Travelers, in resppnding t;o Friedinan' s .question .abo~t· ·attending 
a schola?:ly conference on Yoin Kipp.ur , .. hedge t.h~:i'..r an~~rs with ·· 
all kinds of quaiifications.. · · 

Friedman, as mentioned above, focuses on English .and physics
profe·ssors in order .to gather comparative data relative to the 
issue of Jewish identity~ While his findings certainly do not 
indicate any clear-cut trends' they are . suggestive as tp how be·-. 
ing in the sciences or the humanities can . reinforce a ·parti,cular · · 
orientation to Jewishness. Frie4man finds that physics pro~ 
fessors tend to perceive ·"science" and "religion". as. separa·te. 
spheres. Ip the case or Insiders, such as an ~thodox physicist· 
in the Boston study, this percept ion helps to strengthen.· Jewlsh
ness because sep·arateness is seen to preclude the possibility o.f 
conflict. Fellow Travelers, and, more ·particularly,' Separatists 
(who are physics professors), on the other hand, · ·see separa~eness 
as implying c~nflict, and thus as "scientists" have a ve~y prob.lem
atic relationship to the . Jewish religion and, in so far as· it has 
a religiou·s connotatio.n, to Jewishness as a totality. .In contrast 
to physicists, Frie9man notes, English professors see a good .dear 
of overlap between humanistic scholarship and . Jewishnes~ as con
ceived in cultural terms. This, of course, makes . it easier. for 
Insiders, Separatists, and particularl.y Fell~ Travelers (who · al;'e 
English professors) to develop and sust~in certa.in Jewi~h interest's 
(such as. specializing in · the writings of. ·Airieric8n.:.jew~sh .~uthors). 
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Friedman, it is apparent, adds greatly to our knowledge of Jewish 
professors by skillfully delineating the differences iri 'the Jewish 
identity orientations of Insiders, Fellow Travelers, and Separatists, 

. and .by making it clear that the majority of Jewish faculty priorize 
their sense of themselves as academics. He does not atteiq>t, for" 

. the most part, however, to accoWlt for these differences in 
identity orientations, or to get at the root of this particula~ . 
priorization syn~rome . For insight into these matters, one has 
to turn to the writings of Allan Mazur, which specifically focus · 
on the causes of Jewish professorial behavior. In· a study, con- . 
ducted in 1968, that is remarkably al~ke Friedman's in conceptual
_ization, content, and methodology, Mazur has explored the Jewish 
identity orientations of 63 male social scientists teaching ~t · 
Harvard, Brandeis, and Boston Wliversities. This group, to the 

·. degree that one can judge from the data published to date (38 per 
cent ·are married to non-Jews; 73 per cent never att~nd religious 
services; 83 per cent b~long to no synagogue; 87 per cent · are 
members of no Jewish COonnWlal organization), is .similar in back
ground and behavior to Friedman's sample. of English and physics 
professors. Mazur's central contribution ~s to employ his sample 
of social· scientists to examine the roots of the academic/Jewish 
priorization process. 

In seeking to account for the different orientations of Jewish 
professors to their Jewish ident~ty, one can look at ~ . variety . of 
possible influencing factors. Mazur d'oes so, and, by a· process 
of elimination, comes t .o what is certainly a novel ·conclusion . 
Not surprisingly, he notes that the various orientatiqns can be 
accounted fo~ in part, on the basis of the .degree of childhood 
socialization in the Jewish sub-culture. It is to be remembered 
in · this context the 14 of the Separatists in Fried~n. ' s sample. 
have very weak' pre-adulthood Jew·ish experiences. · Likew~.se ; ,, a 
large percentage of those academ;ics in Mazur's study who are mo$t · 
remo.ved from their Jewishness and the· Jewish community have mi~i
mal Jewish backgroµnds. At the sane time, however', Mazur 'fir~ds, 
and this is corroborated in Friedman's study, that ·the bulk of the 
s9cial scientists, no matter what · their Jewish identify orientation., 
have quite similar Jewish backgrounds, which are, in fact, typical . 
of American Jews in general. This holds true whether the· measure 
is parental outlook, religious observance in· tije home, synagogue 
attendance, religious education, friendsh~p patterns, etc • . An- . 
other factor, therefore, is clearly involved in determining the· · 
different orientations; and Mazur claims it is . the influence of . 
the wife. It is the wife in most instances, he points out, w.ho · 
is the primary social influence on a man after he is irul'r~ied. · ' 
This certainly appears to be t~ case ~ith Mazur's professors, in 
that their various orientations to Jewishness correlate very highly 
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with those of their wives. It may well be, Mazur conclu~s, that ·. 
the "present influence of the · wife [is <fl ~re ·important ~e- · 
tenninor of [a professor•~ adult ethnicity than the ch~ldhood 
so.cialization of the ·past." 

While Mazur stakes out a novel position in seeking to account . ~o,r .. 
the different Jewish identity orientations of professors, he adopts 
a more traditional stand in explaining why the majprity of Jewish 
academics so readily pr'iorize their professorial identity over . 
their Jewishness. Mazur, following the line of analysis developed 
by Milton Gordon in Assimilation in American . Life {1964), argues · 
that academe is ·an independent sub-culture with a wtiversa list 
iqeology that is hostile to all particularist loyalties. Thus, 
he maintains, as Jews become more established in the campus 

. world both individually and collectively, they find · their Jewish
ness increasingly problematic. In support of this arguoent, 
Mazur cites the fact that the bulk of the social scientists in 
his· study strongly manifest those chara·cteristics that Gordon 
sees as central to the ideology of academe. Specifically, they 
(1) dissent _from formal religious tradition·s, (2) disapprove of 
clannishne~s or exclusiveness, and are thus open to intermarriage, 
(3) disassociate from (Jewish) comnrun:al attitudes and . concerns, 
and (4) participate only minimally . in (Je~is.h) commun~l structures·. 
A.11 this, of cqurse, is quite familiar from Friedman's study~ .as .. : 
the majority of his English and physics professors fully s·hare ·· 
these characteristics. And why ·not, given the fact,whichLipset 
and Ladd _document, that Jewish academics have found a home for 
themselves on the campus, and are extremely c~tted to .a 
liberal-left, social-political perspec~ive that ~s clearly un~
versalist in its thrust? What impresses ·Mazur, · aPd: rightly so, 
is that a . minority of Jewish faculty contim~e to main~~in a 
Jewish identity" -of some i,mportance to themselves·. Given the· 
ubiq:uitous l:lniversalism of academe, this is no small " ac~"o!nP.lis~pt". 

It should be clea~. from the foregoing di.scussion that the studies of 
Lipset and Ladd, Friedman~ aI)d Maz~r, constitute major contributions 
to an understanding of .Jewish academics. · Certainly, Lipset and Ladd 1 s 
analysis pr.ovi.des a definitive picture of the stat1.:1~ and s9cia.l
political outlook of Jewish professors. While fried.man's and Mazu~'s 
analyses require further confirmation in follow-up studi~s, · they. 
offer valuable insights into the Jewishness of· Jewish faculty. At 
the same time, it is to be borne in mind that academe is in a · state 
of flux, and that studies underta~n between 1967 a~d 1969 may al- · 
ready be somewhat dated. In .this - connectiox:i, ·ox:ie thinks in ·particu
lar of the impact of the ''quota" problem on Jewish professors. At 
any rate; however, it is quite apparent that ·the Jewish conimwli~-y 1 s 
concern about the alienation of its academics •is . well justified. 
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